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In the Gaulish monuments we find, together with the objects of

industry above mentioned, the bones of wild and domestic animals of

species now inhabiting Europe, particularly of deer, sheep, wild

boars, 'logs, horses, and oxen. This fact has been ascertained ir

Querc,r, and other provinces ; and it is supposed by antiquaries that

the a;iimals in question were placed beneath the Celtic altars in

memory of sacrifices offered to the Gaulish divinity I-Jesus, and in

the tombs to commemorate funeral repasts, and also from a supposition

prvalent among savage pations, which induces them to lay up

pi'visions for the manes of the dead in a future life. But in none of

these ancient monuments have any bones been found of the elephant,
hinoceros, hyna, tiger, and other quadrupeds, such as are found

in caves, as might certainly have been expected, had these species
continued to flourish at the time that this part of Gaul was inhabited

by man.*
We are also reminded by M. Desnoyers of a passage in Florus, in

which it is related that Csar ordered the caves into which the Aqui
tanian Gauls had retreated to be closed up. t It is also on record,

that so late as the eighth century, the Aquitanians defended themselves
in caverns against King Pepin. As many of these caverns, therefore,

may have served in succession as temples and habitations, as places of

sepulture, concealment, or defence, it is easy to conceive that human
bones, and those of animals, in osseous brecejag of much older date,

may have been swept away together, by inundations, and then buried
in one promiscuous heap.

It is not on the evidence of such intermixtures that we ought readily
to admit either the high antiquity of the human race, or the recent
date of certain lost species of quadrupeds.
Among the various modes in which the bones of animals become

preserved independently of the agency of land .floods and enguiphed
rivers, I may mention that open fissures often serve as natural pit
falls in which herbivorous animals perish. This may happen the more

readily when they are chased by beasts of prey, or when surprised
while carelessly browsing on the shrubs which so often overgrow and
conceal the edges of fissures.

During the excavations recently made near Behat in India, the
bones of two deer were found at the bottom of an ancient well which
had been filled up with alluvial loam. Their horns were broken to
pieces, but the jaw bones and other parts of the skeleton remained
tolerably perfect. " Their presence," says Captain Cautley, "is easily
accounted for, as a great number of these and other animals are con
stantly lost in galloping over the jungles and among the high grass,
by falling into deserted wells." §

Above the village of Selside, near Ingleborough in Yorkshire, a
chasm of enormous but unknown depth occurs in the scar-limestone)
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